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Abstract. In this paper, we analyze the security of AZUMI protocol which is compliant with the EPC-
Class-1 Generation-2 standard and recently has been proposed by Peris et al. This protocol is an improve-
ment to a protocol proposed by Chen and Deng which has been cryptanalysed by Peris et al. and Kapoor
and Piramuthu. However, our security analysis clearly shows that the designers were not successful in their
attempt to improve the Chen and Deng protocol. More precisely, we present an efficient attack to disclose
the tag and the reader secret parameters. In addition, we present a simple tag impersonation attack against
this protocol. The success probability of all attacks are almost “1” and the cost of given attacks are at most
eavesdropping two sessions of protocol. However, the given secrets disclosure attack also requires O(216)
off-line evaluation of a PRNG function.
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1 Introduction

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a promising technology that can revolutionize the way
we lead our life. A typical RFID system includes a reader and a number of tags, which may range
from the battery-powered ones with Wi-Fi capabilities to the low-cost ones that are constrained in
resources with even no internal power. The later tags also known as passive tags which is the subject
of this study. A passive RFID tag is a small electronic component which is used to identify and
track an object and it can be read/modified by a reader which is normally supported by a back-
end database. This device keeps unique identification information related to the tagged object and
performs simple computations. These features provide significant advantages for tags to be employed
in various applications such as inventory tracking, supply-chain management, theft-prevention, e-
passport, etc. Notably, low-cost RFID can be a good replacement for the conventional bar-codes that
are currently the most extended identification systems. The main advantages of RFID over bar-codes
are as follows:

1. A tag can provide identification and authentication of tagged objects and allows data storage and
data processing on the tag.

2. Data which can be stored on RFID tags is larger than what a Bar-coding can provide.
3. The distance of the RFID reader from the tags can vary from few centimeters to more than 20

meters.
4. Further, the RFID reader need not be in the line of sight of the tag.
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However, security and privacy are the main concerns in the rapid and wide spread application
of this distinguished technology. In 2004 [3, 4], the Electronic Product Code Class-1 Generation-2
specification (EPC-C1 G2 in short) was announced by EPC Global. However, the later security anal-
ysis that carried out on the light of EPC-C1 G2 specification have demonstrated important security
flaws in this standard [1, 6].

Due to the flaws in the standard protocol, researchers have proposed several EPC-compliant
mutual authentication protocols in the literature. Among the current researches in this field, one of
the most recent proposals was an EPC-C1 G2-compliant protocol proposed by Chen and Deng [2].
However, the later security analysis that carried out on this protocol have demonstrated important
security flaws in this protocol [5,7]. To improve the security of this protocol, Peris et al. [7] proposed
an improved version called AZUMI, which is the main concern of this paper. The designers have
claimed optimal security for AZUMI. However, in this paper we show they were not successful in
their attempt to improve the security of the Chen and Deng’s protocol significantly and the proposed
protocol is really weak. In this study we show an approach to retrieve the secret values of the tag
and the reader efficiently. The interesting point of this attack is its passiveness. The main cost of this
attack is O(216) evaluation of a PRNG- function in off-line mode which is completely acceptable
cost and can be provided by a conventional adversary.

Paper Organization : In § 2 some preliminaries and notations are introduced. We describe
AZUMI protocol in § 3. ID disclosure attacks and tag impersonation attack against AZUMI are
presented in § 4. Finally, in § 5 we present the paper conclusion.

2 Preliminaries

Throughout the paper, we use the following notations:

• Ri: ith RFID reader.
• Ti: ith RFID Tag.
• NTi : 32-bit access password of Ti.
• N16Ti : The access password of Ti is divided into two 16-bit blocks and XORred to provide

N16Ti .
• KTi : The 32-bit kill password of Ti.
• K16Ti : The kill password of Ti is divided into two 16-bit blocks and XORred to provide

K16Ti .
• EPCTi : 96-bit EPC identification number of tag Ti.
• EPC16Ti : The EPC identification number of tag Ti is divided into six 16 bit blocks and XORred

to provide EPC16Ti .
• ID16Ri : 16-bit identification number of the ith reader.
• PRNG(): Pseudo random number generator with 16-bit output length.
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• RNDx: 16-bit random number generated by x.
• ⊕: XOR operation.
• Mreq: Reader’s request.
• B←− A: Assign the value of A to B.

3 Protocol Description

We now give a brief description of AZUMI protocol [7]. The authors of AZUMI have supposed that
each tag Ti of this protocol keeps a data set includes EPC16Ti ,N16Ti and K16Ti and the reader also
keeps a record of data for each tag Ti includes EPC16Ti ,N16old

Ti
,K16old

Ti
,N16new

Ti
, and K16new

Ti
. The

reader keeps the old version of information to provide resistance against desynchronization attacks.
The AZUMI protocol consists of two phases: registration phase and mutual authentication phase.

In the registration phase of protocol, in a secure environment, the tags and the readers are registered
in the database separately where each tag sends its unique EPC16Ti to the database. The database
then responds with N16Ti and K16Ti to each tag Ti which requests for the registration. In addi-
tion, in database, the old and the new version of variables are set to the same value, N16old

Ti
=

N16new
Ti
,K16old

Ti
= K16new

Ti
. However, the details of this phase of protocol has no affect on our at-

tacks ( the interested reader can find more details on [7]). After registration, tags and readers can
mutually communicate. The mutual authentication steps of AZUMI protocol [7] are as follows:

1. The reader starts the protocol by sending RNDRi and Mreq (includes ID16Ri).
2. Once the tag receipts the message, it generates two fresh random numbers (RNDTi ,RND′Ti

),
computes A, B and C as below and sends RNDTi , A, B,C to the reader:

A← PRNG(NTi ⊕ RNDTi ⊕ RNDRi ⊕ ID16Ri)
B← PRNG(EPC16Ti ⊕ RND′Ti

)
C ← RND′Ti

⊕ K16Ti

(1)

3. The reader receives RNDTi , A, B and C and upon receipt of these values, it proceeds as follows:

(a) Tag Identification: For any entry in database the reader picks EPC16Ti and K16Ti ∈

(K16old
T i ,K16new

Ti ), extracts RND′Ti
from C ⊕ K16Ti, computes PRNG(EPC16Ti ⊕ RND′Ti

)
and compares it with the received value of B to identify the tag. The protocol aborts if the
reader reaches the end of records without any match.

(b) Tag Authentication: After successful tag identification, the reader computes PRNG(NTi ⊕

RNDTi ⊕ RNDRi ⊕ ID16Ri) and compares it with the received value of A to authenticate the
tag. If tag is successfully authenticated, the reader calculates D = PRNG(NTi ⊕ RNDRi ⊕

RNDTi ⊕ EPC16Ti ⊕ RND′Ti
) and sends it to the tag.

(c) Updating Phase: After successful authentication of the tag Ti, the reader updates the record
of Ti in database as bellows, where p = 0 and p = 1 determine usage of old and new values
of record of Ti in the identification and authentication phases:

If p = 0
{

N16new
Ti
← PRNG(N16old

Ti
⊕ RND′Ti

)
K16new

Ti
← PRNG(K16old

Ti
⊕ RND′Ti

)
(2)
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If p = 1


N16old

Ti
← N16new

Ti

N16new
Ti
← PRNG(N16old

Ti
⊕ RND′Ti

)
K16old

Ti
← K16new

Ti

K16new
Ti
← PRNG(N16old

Ti
⊕ RND′Ti

)

(3)

4. The tag receives D and after receiving this value, it compares the received value by PRNG(NTi ⊕

RNDRi ⊕ RNDTi ⊕ EPC16Ti ⊕ RND′Ti
) to whether authenticate the reader. After the reader suc-

cessful authentication, the tag updates its records as follows:

N16Ti ← PRNG(N16Ti ⊕ RND′Ti
)

K16Ti ← PRNG(K16Ti ⊕ RND′Ti
)

(4)

4 Secret Disclosure Attack

In this section we show that how a passive adversary can disclose all secret parameters related to the
tag Ti that are EPC16Ti ,N16Ti ,K16Ti ,N16old

Ti
,K16old

Ti
,N16new

Ti
and K16new

Ti
. The main observations,

that are the milestones of our attack, are as follows:

1. In step 2 of the protocol the value of C = N16old
Ti
⊕ RND′Ti

is sent by Ti to Ri in public while in
step 3c of the protocol, the reader updates the secret key K16new

Ti
as K16new

Ti
= PRNG(N16old

Ti
⊕

RND′Ti
) (also Ti updates its secret key in the same manner). Hence, given the eavesdropped value

of C which is transmitted in public and assuming that the PRNG- function is a public function
then it is possible for a passive adversary to determine the value of K16new

Ti
stored in the reader

record of Ti( which equals to K16Ti in the tag Ti).
2. Given the Y = PRNG(X) and assumptions that the PRNG-function is a public function and

the length of Y and X are 16-bit, then it is possible to do an exhaustive search and find X as a
pre-image of Y in the cost of at most 216 evaluation of PRNG-function.

Following the above observations and given the tag Ti which communicants with the reader Ri,
an adversary (A) can disclose the secret parameters of Ti as follows:

1. A eavesdrops two sequential successful runs of the protocol between Ti and Ri and stores the
transferred value of C in the first run, C1th

, and the messages RND2nd

Ti
,RND2nd

Ri
, A2nd

, B2nd
,C2nd

,D2nd

and M2nd

req (includes ID16Ri) from the second run of protocol.
2. ThenA does the following computations:

(a) K162nd

Ti ← PRNG(C1th
),

(b) RND′2
nd

Ti
← C2nd

⊕ K162nd

Ti .
(c) ∀ i = 0 . . . Nd:

i. EPC16Ti ←− i,
ii. If B2nd

= PRNG(EPC16Ti ⊕ RND′2
nd

Ti
) then returns EPC16Ti .

(d) ∀ i = 0 . . . Nd:
i. N2nd

Ti
←− i,

ii. If A = PRNG(NTi ⊕ RNDTi ⊕ RNDRi ⊕ ID16Ri) then returns N2nd

Ti
.
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(e) To confirm the correctness of the retrieved parameters, the returned EPC16Ti from Step 2c

and the returned N2nd

Ti
from Step 2d,A verifies whether D2nd ?

= PRNG(NTi⊕RNDRi⊕RNDTi⊕

EPC16Ti ⊕ RND′Ti
).

3. Returns the following values:
(a) EPC16Ti ,
(b) N16old

Ti
= N2nd

Ti
,

(c) N16new
Ti

= PRNG(N16old
Ti
⊕ RND′2

nd

Ti
),

(d) K16old
Ti

= PRNG(C1nd
),

(e) K16new
Ti

= PRNG(C2nd
).

The complexity of the given attack is eavesdropping two sessions of protocol between the Ti and
Ri and 2 × 216 evaluation of the PRNG-function. However, the adversary may comes up with more
than one pre-image in Step 2c or Step 2d of the given attack(it must be noted that the existence of at
least one pre-image in each step is guaranteed). Then, the adversary can use step 2e to roll out the
wrong guesses.

Remark 1. Given all secret parameters of the tag, it would be easy to apply the following attacks on
the protocol with the success probability of “1” and the cost of one run of protocol:

1. Traceability attack,
2. Tag impersonation attack,
3. Reader impersonation attack,
4. Desynchronization attack.

Remark 2. One may suggest to improve the security of protocol by pre-store the IDRi in Ti. However,
then it is possible to retrieve it ifA modifies steps 2d and 2e as follows:

(2d) For the returned value of EPC16Ti from Step 2c and ∀ i = 0 . . . Nd:

1. N2nd

Ti
←− i,

2. If D2nd = PRNG(N2nd

Ti
⊕ RND2nd

Ri
⊕ RND2nd

Ti
⊕ EPC16Ti ⊕ RND′2nd

Ti
) then returns N2nd

Ti
.

(2e) For the returned value of EPC16Ti from Step 2c, the returned value N2nd

Ti
from Step 2d and

∀ i = 0 . . . Nd:

1. ID16Ri ←− i,
2. If A2nd = PRNG(N2nd

Ti
⊕ RND2nd

Ti
⊕ RND2nd

Ri
⊕ ID16Ri) then returns ID16Ri .

However, in this case the adversary would be successful in its attack if it comes up with only one
pre-image in each of steps 2c and the modified 2d and 2e of the given attack. Otherwise, it should
repeat the attack several times to come up with a unique solution. Given that the values of ID16Ri

and EPC16Ti are static, eavesdropping three runs of protocol should be fairly enough to extract all
given parameters.
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4.1 Tag Impersonation Attack

To show another undesired property of AZUMI, in this section, we present an efficient tag imperson-
ation attack against this protocol. Tag impersonation attack is a forgery attack that leads to identifying
spoofed tags by a legitimate reader as a legitimate tag. In this section we show how an attacker can
deceive the reader to authenticate it as a legitimate tag. To impersonate the tag Ti which communi-
cants with the reader Ri, an adversary (A) can follow the bellows steps:

Phase 1(Learning) : A eavesdrops one successful run of protocol and stores transferred messages
between the reader and the legitimate tag include Mreq, RNDRi , RNDTi , A, B, C, D where:

– A = PRNG(NTi ⊕ RNDTi ⊕ RNDRi ⊕ ID16Ri)

– B = PRNG(EPC16Ti ⊕ RND′Ti
)

– C = RND′Ti
⊕ K16Ti

– D = PRNG(NTi ⊕ RNDRi ⊕ RNDTi ⊕ EPC16Ti ⊕ RND′Ti
)

Phase 2 (Impersonation) : To impersonate the legitimate tag, A waits until the reader initiates a
new session of protocol, where:
1. The Ri generates a random number RND′Ri

and sends it with Mreq to the Ti.
2. OnceA receipts the message, it replies by sending RND′′Ti

, A′, B′,C′ where:
– RND′′Ti

= RND′Ri
⊕ RNDRi ⊕ RNDTi ,

– A′ = A,
– B′ = B,
– C′ = C

3. The reader receives RND′′Ti
, A′, B′ and C′ and upon receipt of these values, it proceeds as

follows:
– Starts the search process by picking EPC16Ti and K16Ti ∈ (K16old

T i ,K16new
Ti ) from each

record.
– Extracts RND′Ti

from C′ ⊕ K16Ti.
– Computes PRNG(EPC16Ti ⊕ RND′Ti

) and compares it with the received value of B′,
which is equal, soA is successfully identified as a legitimate tag.

– Computes PRNG(NTi ⊕ RND′′Ti
⊕ RNDRi ⊕ ID16Ri) and compares it with the received

value of A′ and authenticatesA as a legitimate tag.

Following the given attack, the adversary would be authenticated by the reader as a legitimate
tag with the probability of “1” while the complexity of attack is only two runs of protocol.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we considered the security of AZUMI which is an RFID mutual authentication protocol
and presented several efficient attacks against the protocol. We presented a secret parameters disclo-
sure attack that can retrieve all secret parameters related to a given tag Ti stored in tag or reader.
The presented attack is a passive attack which needs two runs of protocol to determine all secret
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parameters. In addition, we presented an efficient tag impersonation attack against this protocol with
the success probability of “1” and the cost of two runs of protocol.

Recall that the AZUMI protocol was proposed to fix the vulnerabilities of Chen and Deng’s
protocol, our study shows that the designers have not reached their target at all. Hence, we encourage
the other researchers to try to design a secure EPC-C1 G2-friendly protocol which is vital.
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